Letters to Steve Ananian, editor of the 339th
Newsletter

By Ronald Edker Miller,
Armorer 505th FS
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We Thank You!
By Steve Ananian, editor
Ronald Miller, armorer 505th
FS, is a regular contributor to our
Newsletter. His articles are a vital part of the
anecdotal history of WWII and the 339th Fighter
Group that help make our newsletter interesting
reading. His contributions of the life of an enlisted
man give us a perspective that neither Jim Starnes
nor I have. Jim and I were Aviation Cadets before
we were officers so we have a different perspective
of military life and experiences than that of the
average enlisted man.
Ron was born July 5, 1919. He had a tragic life
as a child. Born to dysfunctional parents, he and his
S/Sgt. Ronald Edker Miller
younger brother were raised in an orphanage in
“Send home photo” taken at Fowlmere.
Massachusetts. His brother was killed in an accident
shortly after, leaving him with fellow orphans as his only family.
“I remember well when I was an 8 year old kid on Memorial Day, - how we
would scramble like crazy to retrieve the empty cartridge cases from the rifles
fired in memoriam salute. Those brass cases then were even more treasured then
than today’s Pokoman trading cards.”
“When I was 10 years old I had three ambitions for when I grew up.
Number one was to live long enough to be an adult (21). Accomplished!
Number two was to become a marine (Jan ’37 – Jan 41). Accomplished that
too!
Number three was to become a cowboy. Accomplished that in 1941!”
“When I was 13 years of age and attending Charlemont High School,
Charlemont, Massachusetts, I played in the school band. On October 1932, I was
selected to play the trumpet at the dedication of the "Hail to the Sunrise" Mohawk
Warrior statue on the Mohawk Trail. I stood by where the arrow is on the base of
the statue, facing in the same direction as the warrior. If my memory is correct, I
played "To the Colors," a tune honoring our national flag as it is being hoisted aloft.
Friends are so surprised and enthused that I was one of the people at the
dedication of the statue that happened so many years ago.”
Continued next page
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“From 1940 to 1941 I was stationed at the Marine Barracks; Naval
Ammunition Depot at Hingham, Mass. In addition to my regular duty in Field Music
(bugler) I was selected to do duty with the horse patrol. At that time there were
only two remaining units of the horse marines, one in Peking and ours in Hingham.”
“We used the old McClellan saddle
with a boot for our Springfield rifle and as
a sidearm we carried a 45 automatic pistol.
My horse was a retired polo pony, very
intelligent, very sturdy and very fast. But
whenever he managed to get the bit
between his teeth he would become
headstrong and stubborn. His name was
Andy and I loved him and always felt he
liked me – in his own affectionate way.”
Herman H. Hanneken became a
General and hero in the Pacific Theatre
during WWII; but at the termination of
my Marine Corps enlistment he was my CO
at the Hingham Ammo Depot (Eleven
months prior to WWII).
"If you re-up, I’ll make you a
Sergeant tomorrow." - "No, thank you,
Sir." - "Why not?" "I just want to be a
Blankety blank civilian, Sir!"
"Dismissed!" I was no longer a
Marine!
"Hail to the Sunrise" Statue of
“Eleven months passed, part of that
Mohawk Native American, on the Mohawk
time I was a cowboy, but I was on a civil Trail Charlemont, MA.
engineering crew in Boston, Mass. when
Pearl Harbor happened. When President Roosevelt made his speech, I immediately
applied to the Army Air Corp because I wanted training in aeronautical engineering.
Instead, they sent me to armament school at Lowry Field, Colorado (typical military
methodology).” “The Army Air Corps required a 115 IQ, mine was 128.”
Ron is one of the few original members of the Group. He was assigned to the
th
339 at Drew Field as a tail gunner on the Douglas A-24 SBD Dauntless divebomber! When the Group switched to the P-39 at Rice Field he was assigned as
Master Sergeant in armament with the 505th Fighter Squadron.
Continued next page
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Ron says, “As an artist, I am one of the thousands of unknowns, but
nonetheless do good artwork! - After the war, I received my bachelor’s degree in
art from Lewis and Clark College here in Portland in 1952. I have been an artist
since the age of 6 years, but
my profession (prior to
retirement) was as an Urban
Planner
in
Design
for
Multnomah County (Oregon)
and as a Land Use Planner
for the Bureau of Indian
Affairs.”
Always the military
man, he served in the
Oregon Air National Guard
where he says he learned to
sleep well. - Ron and his wife
Betty
are
the
proud
Ron Miller, once a marine himself, poses with Sgt.
Preston Judd of the Marine color guard.
- M. Tarling
grandparents
of
12
grandchildren and live in
Portland Oregon. Betty, a writer too, writes vivid children’s stories which their son
illustrates. Ron loves Hawaii, sailing (that’s the Marine in him), painting, sculpting
and plays the bag pipes as well as the bugle. His grandchildren call him “Mr. Miller”
since he says “Grandpa” ages him so!
While at Fowlmere Ron being our only artist painted “Nose Art” on planes,
the murals in the Recreation rooms and was always volunteering to assist Mary and
Jean our Red Cross directors! We all have enjoyed his stories and sketches in our
newsletter.
Ron says, “I have a grandson who is a Marine who was stationed at 29 Palms,
CA, until 0400 last Sunday (9/03/06) when his whole outfit was shipped to a place
in Iraq near the Syrian border. I presume they are in a combat zone and can
expect combat situations.”
Ron, we are proud to present you with our “Blue Skies Award” and thank you
for your contributions to our Newsletter.
Aloha, Steve
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“Skipper comes home” a painting by Robert Taylor

Haystacks, Bicycles and Thou!
Aloha Steve,
Cambridge is 8 miles from Fowlmere and every Friday evening at
the British Red Cross there, they would conduct barn dancing.
Volunteer girls would teach us how it was done.
I met one of these girls and we immediately became excellent
friends. She was of Scottish decent, crowned with flaming red hair and
adorned with jewel like bright blue eyes. Her freckles were like tiny
islands in the midst of a vast sea of wonderful complexion. Her friendly
smile and bubbly personality won over the heart of everyone she
Continued next page
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encountered. It was through her that I
learned to appreciate the many pleasantries
of life.
She was duty bound to the British
Army, and in that capacity did man
antiaircraft guns during the German raids on
Britain.
She and I often rode our bicycles
around the countryside. Often to stop at
haystacks, (she held a great fondness for
haystacks) and would climb to their tops for
a better view of the marvelous pastoral
landscape.
On one such occasion, a warm, sunny day, there was a low altitude
flight of B-17s approaching us from the horizon. She waved and waved.
“Look Ron, they see me.” Sure enough, the lead bomber dipped it’s
wings and the others did likewise.
“Just think! The American Eighth Air Force pilots saluted me!”
She was so excited, she tumbled with pleasure. And it pleased me, too,
that she was so happy.
Three days later she received word that her unit was being
transferred, to - where - She did not know. At the time, neither of us
realized it was to be the last time we would ever again see each other
nor hear of our destinies.
She was a girl of high moral standards, yet not in the least
stuffy. Her joyous personality was our inspiration and morale lifter to
everyone she met. Yet I know not any medals or service ribbons
awarded to persons such as she. But because of them, many millions
enjoy life much more than they otherwise would have.
It’s getting late. A cup of tea and the sack for me.
Aloha! Ron
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S/Sgt. William E. Jones
Editor’s note: - Another contribution from our artist / armorer Ron Miller. This is the
first of two stories in this issue about seeking warmth during the cold winter of ‘44 – ‘45.
Drawing is inscribed William Jones Los Angeles Calif.
and Signed R. Miller 6/26/44. Steve

Aloha Steve
I am forwarding copies of a few cartoons done while at Fowlmere.
The availability of Quality drawing paper was zilch, so that the
originals were done on stationary out of the orderly room. Today, the
paper is of yellow ochre color, delicately brittle, and bearing the
censor’s stamp on their reverse. Unfortunately, the Censor’s stamp of
approval has more antique value than the drawings.
The drawings are imbued with an amateurish style flavor, which
may be overlooked by the attempted humor. Hope so! I would like to
draw your attention, though, to the one of “Jones-zee” as we called
him.
Jones was a mechanical genius. In civilian life he had been on a
team doing research study in the design of the jet engine for aircraft.
The Army, however, in all its infinite wisdom, had tucked him away into
the role of an armorer (eventually, further hidden in the 505th
Squadron). I am still amazed at such a waste of talented manpower.
Jones designed and built an oil heating unit for our stove in our
Quonset hut quarters. The unit ran on the old oil that was removed
from the planes. It was marvelous, the warmth and comfort that we
enjoyed. Then the upstairs authorities issued orders that all discarded
aircraft engine oil would be packaged and shipped to a base oil supply
for use by infantry tank units. The oil no longer suitable for aircraft
would do quite well for Patton’s tanks. So we sorrowfully went back to
the chill ridden quarters from which we had so briefly emerged. Jones
Continued next page
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was a dependable individual and well liked by everyone. I suspect by
now he has gone to his glory where I’m certain he will be well liked
there also.
Aloha, Ron

S/Sgt. William E. Jones
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Aloha Steve
. . . . Been meaning to let you know that Betty and I were
favorably impressed with the cover of the last Newsletter. I have an
idea it is sort of a collage that you created in response to the 9/11
tragedy.
The wave of ‘patriotism’ outcropping that horrible happening was
impressive but I can’t resist wondering if much of it is somewhat of a
superficial commercial gimmick. Taking advantage of an extremely
emotional situation.
I remember quite well back there in the Marine Corps we very
seldom took a liberty in uniform, simply because the military was so
much disrespected . . . they would even spit at us. Along came WW II
and we overnight became wondrous heroes. Let’s face it; the human
species can be very fickle. . . . The accompanying photo is one hidden
away in my odds-n-ends. I remember it being taken and I remember
the Quonset hut.
For the life-o-me, I don’t remember the reason for the .50
caliber being there as firearms were a NO-NO in areas of living
quarters.
The title on the photo I sent home was “Ready for a Kraut hunt!!”
(A ‘take off’ of the familiar coon hunt.) I suspect you have no need for
the photo . . . so it can be put to rest in the files.
There are days when antiquity gets my goat but today is a sort of
transition to a period of not feeling quite so grouchy.
Betty said she sometimes wakes up grouchy in the morning. Other
times she lets me sleep!
Often I remember your “blue skies” but I can’t recall the whole
song. Seems, somehow, it was one that Bing Crosby did quite often. (He
had scars on both of his knees from a machete when he worked on a
survey crew.) Anyway, your “blue skies” was once a favorite of mine.
Continued next page
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If I don’t get to bed soon I’ll miss out on the ‘gray wet’ skies of
an Oregon “sunrise.”
Hang loose, ole’ chap.
Aloha! Ron

Blue Skies
Irving Berlin
I was blue, just as blue as I could be
Ev'ry day was a cloudy day for me
Then good luck came a-knocking at my door
Skies were gray but they're not gray anymore
Blue skies smilin' at me
Nothin' but blue skies do I see
Bluebirds singin' a song
Nothin' but bluebirds all day long
Never saw the sun shinin' so bright
Never saw things goin' so right
Noticing the days hurrying by
When you're in love, my how they fly
Blue days, all of them gone
Nothin' but blue skies from now on
(Blue skies smilin' at me
Nothin' but blue skies do I see)
Never saw the sun shinin' so bright
Never saw things goin' so right
Noticing the days hurrying by
When you're in love, my how they fly
Blue days, all of them gone
Nothin' but blue skies from now on
Nothin' but blue skies from now on
[2]
I should care if the wind blows east or west
I should fret if the worst looks like the best
I should mind if they say it can't be true
I should smile, that's exactly what I do

Ron Miller, prepares his hunting gear for a 'Fox Hunt'
Tales by Miller
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Two Short Stories
Aloha Steve,
Scenario: Drew Field
At a point in time, the 339th Fighter Bomber Group was flying
the A-24 ”Banshee" (Army version of the Dauntless dive bomber). Our
pilots were encountering difficulty with the telescopic gun sight.
When in a dive the perspective view through the sight was misleading
and thereby created a situation where a pilot could fail to pull out of a
dive in time.
I suggested resorting to a 'ring and post' type of gun sight
similar to those used on WWI aircraft. To go thru channels would have
taken forever so I took a sketch to base engineering shops where they
made six of them for us. We installed the 'ring' part of the sight
inside the cockpit and the 'post' out on the fuselage. They were
aligned for the line of flight of the aircraft to intercept the projectile
trajectory at a 1,000-yard range.
The pilots were quite pleased with them and preferred their use
during a dive.
When our ‘Banshee’ was replaced with the Vultee ‘Vengence’ (V2)
the makeshift gun sights left with the planes on which they were
installed.
End of story from a ground crewman’s point of view.

While the 339th cadre was being originally formed I was still
doing my job as instructor of small arms weapons. For discipline
reasons it was declared that all instructors out-ranked the highest of
Continued next page
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rank while class was in session. Jokingly, I told one student (a one-star
general) of the potential of my outranking him to which he commented,
"If I were you Sergeant I wouldn't have made an issue of it." Later, at
Drew Field I would occasionally see that same General and he would
give me a knowing grin as he returned my salutes.
Two stories in one letter should suit the situation for the
moment.
Aloha and Hang Loose, Ron
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The German V-1 rocket or "Buz-Bomb", forerunner of the "Cruise Missile".

A close encounter of the worst kind!
Aloha Steve,
There were times; just before ‘Pay Day’, when funds were low and
I had little money to do anything in particular with. Days when I was
‘off base’, I enjoyed roaming about the English countryside on my ‘GI’
issued British bicycle (it was definitely not a ten-speed version).
To the north and east and a bit of a distance from Fowlmere were
clusters of hills. One afternoon while walking the bike up the hill along
the road to the top (no low gears, remember?) I heard the all too
familiar Putt-Putt-Putt of a ‘Doodlebug’ (always thought they sounded
like an old Ford ‘Tin Lizzy’.)
I looked around to see where it was and “Holy Cow,” it was damn
near on top of me! Dropping the bike, I dove to the ground and
flattened myself just as it “WHOOSHED” right over me. It came so
close that I could feel the heat from the exhaust flame. It had just
missed exploding on top of the hill and me with it! I watched as the
‘Buzz Bomb’ kept on going till it was out of sight, even then I was
shaking in my boots. Those kinds of ‘close calls’ are just not my ‘cup of
tea’.
A few moments later, I slowly rose, mounted my bike and rode on
– still cussing a ‘blue streak’.
Continued next page
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The ‘Doodlebug’, was not a sophisticated ‘flying bomb’ by today’s
standards – very clumsy to control and quite inaccurate as far as its
guidance to the target, but it was definitely a nuisance, especially if
you happened to be in line with its trajectory.
Just ask me!
Aloha, Ron

"Thumbs Up" after the Test Hop! A pencil sketch by Ron Miller
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.

Math Bridge over the Cam, assembled without nails.

A ‘Doll’ Named Diane
A punt is a flat-bottomed boat, which does not have a keel. Propelled and steered with a
long pole.S.C.A.

Aloha Steve,
Martin Sheldrick recently sent me a copy of the preview edition
of the new magazine titled "Cambridgeshire Life." In it, an article
dealt with punting on the River Cam, which brought to mind how back
there in the days of Fowlmere it was my pleasure to watch those
punting boats as well as admiring the skill of the rowing crews from the
local colleges.
One day while enjoying that pastime I met a pretty little doll
name Diane Wagstaff. She was witty and intelligent and bursting with
youthful impatience to save the world from all its unpleasantries. She
was also very candid and had no qualms about her
Continued next page
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more immediate goal of marrying a Yank, thereby making herself
eligible for U.S. citizenship.
Even on the first day of our meeting she took me home to meet
her parents. Opening the front door she said, "You go first. Dirt
before the broom y'know!" From that moment on, I have cherished
that among my favorite expressions.
As to her parents - - but that's another story!
I don't remember their first names but I do remember them as
being good people. They had originally migrated from the Highlands of
Scotland to live in Cambridge. Her dad was a member of the Cambridge
Auxiliary Police where, in the normal course of duty, he encountered
many of the American GIs.
At our first meeting he said, "I'll give it to you straight, Ronald - I don't like you Yanks! You are too boisterous, too cocky, and too
egotistical but if you behave yourself you will be welcome in my house."
I found them to be typical British, enduring severe rationing due
to the war effort. They had no heat in the house beyond the meager
fireplace, which also was a means of warming whatever little food they
acquired. (Tea and crumpets often became their evening time dinner.)
It almost goes without saying they appreciated and welcomed whatever
food I could scrounge out of our mess hall.
Even after the war and for quite some time thereafter, Diane and I
corresponded, eventually to become out of touch; but I do not recall
her ever mentioning getting married to a Yank. But, of course, I've
always hoped she did - - being that it was one of her goals.
Aloha, Ron
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The American Flag!
Aloha Steve,
The December 2002 Newsletter was certainly well packed with a
lot of "goodies." The marvelous success of this year's reunion
contributed much to that.
I read and reread your message to the youngsters of the Servier
Middle School. At first impression I thought you were 'over their
heads' and talking down to them but it dawned upon me that the young
students of today are very bright and well versed and very much 'in
step' with adult attitude. (Even though we at times view them as being
quite contrary to our admonishments.) As it turns out, I believe you
did a good job of it - - especially where patriotism so often seems an
intangible factor to describe or illustrate.
Your experience with the youngsters reminded me of a time
many, many years ago.
At the age of eight years I was made a “Ward” of the state of
Massachusetts and placed in a farmer's foster home in the small town
of Buckland situated in the Deerfield country of the Berkshires in the
western part of the state. In Buckland Center a two storied, square
structure with white exterior walls was our school (now designated as a
National Historic site) with the downstairs housing first through
fourth grades and the upper floor grades five through eight.
Our teacher, a young lady named Rena Lily, taught all eight
grades. She was respected and loved by all of us.
In the corner of both rooms stood an American flag and each
school day began with a pledge. In unison we recited "I pledge
allegiance to the flag - - and to the republic for which it stands - - "
In no time at all I fell in love with our flag. It was so beautiful in
color and design. And in those times it reminded me that somehow I
Continued next page
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had a responsibility of serving my country. Those emotions have
remained with me throughout my life.
I am a firm believer that every youngster growing into adulthood
appreciate having been taught to pledge allegiance to flag and country.
It is a standard by which they measure and develop their own behavior
and attitude.
We tend eventually to label it as patriotism and that is good.
Aloha! Ron

Above- meet the grandchildren of our 505th pilot Jerry Graham. Rachel and
Graham Tarling, stand with their flag and prepare to recite the ‘Pledge of Allegiance’ in
the Flag ceremony at our Banquet Dinner.
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Aircrews
Aloha Steve,
Many months prior to Fowlmere, the 339th existed not only as a
unit in training but also as a unit assigned security duty in the American
Theatre wherein we patrolled the Atlantic Coast on look-out for
German submarines or any other activity of warfare. As such our
group did a good job of it both as pilots and ground crew. We also had
aircrew gunners. (A summary of those days is included in the book
"The Mighty Eighth"--Freeman.)
The question then is "How come the Association's Newsletter
never speaks to those times; How come references are oriented only to
the Fowlmere era?" My inquiry may arouse displeasure - - be that as it
may. The personnel (manning document) of those earlier times worked
hard and with loyalty. In my opinion they are deserving of
credit. Recognition of the unit's proficiency starts long before the
glamorous days of Fowlmere. I would imagine there are still personnel
around the outfit who were on deck back then.
Regarding the submarine patrol in the Atlantic, we were at one
time referred to as the 339th Dive-Bomber Group. The planes we
flew were the A-24 "Banshee" (an Army version of the Dauntless divebomber). Our training was oriented toward dive-bombing. I was a
M/Sgt assigned the duty of squadron armament chief but also did duty
as a gunner/observer in the Banshee rear cockpit.
The pilots complained about the telescopic gun sights on the
planes. The sights rendered a distortion of depth perception which
created a possible hazard of pilots being unable to pull out of a dive
soon enough to avoid crashing.
I suggested resorting to the WW I ‘Ring and Post’ sight when
diving. To expedite installation of such I drew diagrams and had the
Continued next page
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base shops make six sets without going through the time consuming
route of channels.
We put the ring inside of the cockpit, the post outside on the
fuselage and aligned them to where the plane's "angle of attack" would
intercept a projectile at a thousand yards. The pilots were very
pleased at how well those sights did the job in a dive. Later our
Banshees were replaced with the Vultee Vengeance and the ‘Ring and
Post’ sights remained with the original plane. Never heard any more
about them. In fact, it was much later that I even learned our service
was in the American Theatre of Operation and that I was entitled to
wear an Aircrew set of wings.
The fuselage contour on the Banshee was such as to make
observation of anything below us nearly impossible which led me to
think we were doing "exercises in futility."
Yes, warfare today is technically much different from what we
experienced but I'm certain the ‘grinding grunch of grubby
groundwork’ is not different from any of the other wars. It takes
heroic effort just to be involved - - even involuntarily.
Aloha, Ron
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‘Officer of the Day’ - by Ron Miller
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A Reader’s point of view!
Aloha Steve,
I read your editorial several times and have found no reason to
challenge what you wrote. The emotional undertones, I'm certain were
intended to arouse the readers out of their sluggish sensitivities
toward recognizing what current political behavior is doing to our world
population.
Many years ago when I was a Marine stationed in Washington, D.
C., I often hitchhiked to Boston to visit my girl friend of three years.
On one of those return trips going through Connecticut a stock
investor offered me a ride. We encountered a really mean storm so I
watched the road signs while he drove. He lived in a very luxurious
apartment in New York City - - - having a home staff that consisted of
a valet, a maid and a housekeeper. After a wonderful dinner I squatted
on the carpeted floor with his six year old son who was very pleased to
have a real Marine show him how to maneuver his boxes n' boxes of toy
soldiers.
Some years after that I found myself with the 339th Fighter
Group engaged in another "war to end all wars." Since that time - - in
my lifetime - - our country has participated in five other wars.
Everyone claims God to be on their side but I question the validity of
that.
Undoubtedly that little boy grew older and laid aside his toy
soldiers. Perhaps though, God still squats on the Heavenly carpet - still playing with his human toy soldiers. Perhaps he too, someday, will
lay aside all the warfare and troops. Perhaps, in time, he will succeed
more on the teaching of us humans to be good to each other.
In my own mind I feel confident that it will eventually come
about.
For that I would thank God!
Aloha. Ron
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Gone but not forgotten
Aloha Steve!
The following, because of its unique circumstance, has remained
one of my favorite recollections of the Fowlmere experience.
As a part of the aircraft maintenance activity we had a 505th
Squadron armament shop set-up in a standard Quonset hut with a brick
entry. On the entry wall I had painted a blue-eyed, blond mermaid
(bubbles and all) who had a sensuous smile intended to touch every
G.I.'s heart.
(Pilots seldom entered those workshops so you perhaps did not
see the mermaid.)
I had already returned State Side via the point system when the
339th entered "stand down" but later learned that when the Quonsets
were dismantled, the farmer owning the property insisted the wall with
the mermaid be left standing, where it remained for years until
weather eventually reduced it to a heap of rubble.
I did not photograph the painting and therefore have no evidence
of its existence. Someone else may have a picture of it and, of course,
I would like a copy of same if there be one.
Martin Sheldrick was a wee 5-year-old lad at that time but he
told a visiting son-in-law of mine (many years later) that he
remembered the mermaid wall.
For many, many years now that pretty little creature has
stayed a very pleasant visual memory for me.
Aloha! Ron

Continued next page
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P.S. We found this photo of an anti-aircraft gun installation at
the southwest end of our airstrip at Fowlmere. The name of the
gunner, as I recall, is Russell Heaphy, an Armorer in my crew in the
505th FS. Heaphy was an intelligent, straightforward, dependable
individual and competent as a Sergeant.
Aloha, Ron
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“This doesn't happen over here!” – wartime sketch by Ron Miller 1944
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I’m Not a Card Player
Aloha Steve!
I shall call him O’Conner because to the best of my memory, that
was his name.
He was of Irish-Italian descent – a young, handsome, well-built
opera singer with a baritone voice that would make the mountains
tremble with the echoing of his voice. I have observed even the crews
on the flight line stop their work just to listen to his singing.
His duty assignment was an Armorer and at the time we were
stationed at Rice Field. Although he and I have never gone on a liberty
together we were nonetheless pretty good friends.
One night we played Black Jack until 5:00 AM when he was due to
report for K.P. I owed him eight hundred dollars! “I’ll give you a break,
Miller” he said, “One more hand – double or nothing!”
I won the hand!
Since that moment I have never again played a hand at cards.
(One should always trust their good guardian angel.)
Some time later when at Parker (near Parker Dam and about 45
miles from Rice Field.) O’Conner tangled with the M.P.s and it took five
of them to get the cuffs on him. When drinking he would crack-up and
become a demon.
With that episode it was the last I ever heard of him. We used to
say it was God who gave him his singing voice but it was the Irish who
gave him his powerful fists.
What a voice!
Aloha,
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A Man of Marvelous Talent!
Aloha Steve!
This morning while rummaging thru my tools I encountered an oldfashioned woodcarving angle chisel that was given to me as a friendship
token. By the man who did the woodcarving of church pews etc. in what
once was the Congregational Church in Fowlmere. Nowadays it is a
church of some other denomination.
Many years later while doing an auto-bio for the family of mine I
wanted to include a story about that carver, but for the life of me,
couldn’t recall his name. An inquiry to the church at Fowlmere failed to
identify him but they forwarded it to Martin Sheldrick.
Martin and his family could not come up with a name but they
thought it was two brothers who also did much of the building
construction in the community.
And, of course, Martin suggested contacting Jim Starnes and I
became no longer a “lost member” relative to the 339th FG association.
If I ever frame the tool to be displayed with its story it would go
on into perpetuity. (Have often thought of doing just that)
But if that doesn’t come about, then, when I die, it will become
discarded along with much of my other “junk”’
That would be regrettable because the carver who gave it to me
was a man of marvelous talent and should be long remembered.
Unfortunately he seems to have already been much forgotten. Sorry
‘ole boy’ – not all stories end with a “glorious ride off into the sunset”.
Aloha, Ron
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Congregational Chapel drawing by Ron Miller -1944
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Our Nightmare - Warped Gun Barrels!
Aloha Steve!
My memories of 'D' Day are still quite vivid.
For the Armorers it was a seventy-two hour emphasized,
continuous work period. During the first three days of the invasion we
had no sleep and even our chow was brought up to the line in order to
not waste 'work time' by travel to the mess hall. The planes would be
gone what seemed like only 20 to 40 minutes on their missions (only
across the North Sea) and needed speedy servicing of fuel armament
and ammo.
The serious mechanical question for us was "Would there be an
ample supply of gun-barrels to replace those which had been
warped by excessively long bursts of firing by the pilots?" Pilots
would "lay hard on the trigger" using the tracers to identify where
they were hitting. They would do that instead of using short bursts.
This in spite of our warnings that long bursts would destroy any
accuracy of firepower and would cause malfunctioned guns to become
useless and the aircraft an insignificant threat to the enemy.
The excitement and risk of mortal combat often does weird
things to human thinking - - even to young, intelligent pilots.
Another remembrance now was that during that seventy-two hour
period news of the invasions' progress and effect was very meager and
unreliable. Morale tended to become questionable, not knowing whether
our extreme effort was, or was not being effective.
Aloha, Ron
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My life with the stars!
Aloha Steve,
I am certain you are acquainted with the Hollywood Canteen of
World War II. Most G.I.s, when in the vicinity, felt sort of 'duty
bound' to visit that glamorous ‘glitter and glitz’ that the place offered
- - - but only a relatively few experienced the 'behind the scenes'
scenario. The following is my story - A guy in our outfit one day persuaded me to go with him to the
Canteen. Really didn't want to, but there was very little entertainment
to be found at Rice Field.
At the Canteen I met Randolph
Scott and talked with him for about
fifteen minutes. He was one of my
favorite western movie stars and in person
a really nice guy, reminding me much of my
own father.
Sometimes old memories become
hidden in the dust clouds of history, but I
do recall the opening remarks.
"I'm very pleased to meet you, Mr.
Scott. My name is Miller and I'm with the
339th Fighter Group at Rice Field.”
"I see you are a Master Sergeant."
Said he.
Randolph Scott
"Yes sir - - and a good one, too, sir.
But just what is a great man like you doing at this Canteen?"
"Well," said he, "For one thing I've been shaking hands with a lot
of people, and for another I've been drinking a lot of the raunchy
coffee here!"
Continued next page
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Well, Steve, he and I got along just fine - - yes sir!
Also spoke to another actor - - a woman who played the matronly
mother type in movies and she was very good in her roles. I think her
name was Margarette.
Comes now the behind the scenes scenario:
While hanging out at the Canteen, a pretty young woman
approached me and said, "My name is ???? (not remembered) and I live
in a nice house on La Mirada where we have a swimming pool - - good
food - - and domestics to do the work. If you want to talk, that would
leave me free to be with you for as long as you wish. Would you like to
come home with me?"
Her husband was an Air Corps instructor of student pilots and at
that time was stationed at Fairchild. She had another woman friend at
her home and they were hosting several G.I.s also from the Canteen.
We were welcomed to eat whatever was wanted, to play in the pool or
simply laze around comfortably. I learned from her of the many women
in their informal group who followed a similar practice of extending
friendship and understanding in a strange environment.
Just how large was the informal group I never did know but in my
opinion they did far more for the lonely soldier away from home than
did the publicity-seeking caper put on by the Hollywood Canteen.
GI's who became guests of these women inherited a great
memory of wartime experience. Because it was done without fanfare it
was not a generally known affair but in their own way the war effort
was well served by those women!!!
Needless to say, it turned out to be a wonderful 2 days for me.
Aloha, Ron
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Real Desert Training!”
Aloha Steve,
All humans, I think, at one time or another encounter what might be
referred to as a "close call". Always figured the following as one of mine.
Our outfit was stationed at Rice Field but was sent for a short stint to a
spot about ten miles east of Yuma for "real desert training." The airstrip was a bit
primitive but compared to the rough terrain around; it made an acceptable travel
for road vehicles as well as aircraft.
My jeep driver's last name was Young - - I thought he was from Seattle,
Washington, but the 339th book shows a Jack S. Young from Mt. Vernon,
Washington.
One morning I was studying “topog” (Topography) maps while we traveled on
the runway. Happened to glance up just in time to see a 'take off' P-39 coming
straight at us. I jerked the steering wheel to a sharp right turn and just missed
the plane by inches. Its slipstream blasted us like an explosion.
Young sat frozen with a blank stare, "Didn't see it,” he repeated over and
over. And, of course, I gave him a very impulsive round of Marine Corps language.
His lack of attention to what he was doing damn near shortened our military
careers.
Aloha, Ron
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505th Armorers –
Our author Ron Miller, arms folded stands in his white undershirt.
One must question the attire! Sheepskin jackets, wool shirts and
underwear! Was it a hot day at Fowlmere? Why the sheepskin jackets?
Perhaps it was a cold day in Europe? And sun glasses in England – a hot
pilot? Front row middle, seated is Jack S. Young, the Jeep driver and a
kamikaze “wan-na-be”.
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Your Request for Pictures at Rice Field
Aloha Steve,
It was a real jolt to see that photo of the P-39 in a ‘take-off’ stance exactly
as she looked that frightening moment many years ago (Dec 2004 issue). The angle
was a bit different with us (at the time) approaching from the pilot’s port side.
Where did you ever get that photo so appropriate to the story?
With a closer look at the snapshot I tried to identify those background
tents. They looked like the ones we used at Rice Field. I have no pictures of Rice
and doubt if very many were taken by us. Rice is not exactly the most inspiring
environment for the 'point n' shoot' photo enthusiast.
Our troop train left Vidal Junction and crawled the 35 miles to Rice at just
about 2 leagues behind the snails that escorted us. Nor was our arrival any cause
for pomp and ceremony.
After the 3-day cross-country haul we needed some sort of body movement
to invigorate us (according to one officer's opinion). He ordered that we all do
calisthenics - - in the 110-degree temperature.
I recall that the count of twenty-three heat prostration victims eventually
brought sense to that officer's noggin.
Our quarters were of wood and tent structure - - our rations were “C”
composition. Most of us were of the opinion that our troop train had been
misrouted from desert training to a key point in Hell itself.
Our pilots, (505th), had it a wee bit better. They flew in with their P-39
Airacobras and had only to adjust to a grumpy Squadron C.O. named McPharlin.
Their mission - - to learn attack support for tank endeavors. It was NOT a
weekend pleasure trip. The nearest 'liberty' was 45 miles to Parker, but whenever
available a 3-day pass would be used to visit the Hollywood Canteen and Los
Angeles. Fowlmere was luxury compared to Rice Field! Aloha! Ron
PS. It was my understanding that the P-39 did a good performance at flying;
however, the pilots were nervous about the engine being behind the cockpit and
that their legs and butts had to straddle a whirling drive shaft. Also the 37 mm
cannon was a farce, usually jamming after the 1st or 2nd round. (A factory design
malfunction not correctable in the field.)
PPS. The closest picture I have was at Laguna Army Air Field in 1943 about 10
miles from Yuma. All enlisted rank from Staff Sergeant on up were required to
carry the Thompson sub-machine gun, which in reality was a heavy, clumsy
inefficient piece of small arms presumed to be unpopular even with the
Continued next page
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manufacturer. Those that did not comply were “gigged” – punished with extra duty,
“we were at war and were expected to act accordingly!”
At Yuma we 'bunked' in shelter halves and for entertainment we watched
scorpions dance. They use a silly backward gait (more interested in seeing where
they've been than where they are going). It is a wild, wiggly dance they do. Did
you know they were the first to introduce the jitterbug?
That was where I had another close call. Was putting on one of my shoes
one morning when a nearby guy kicked it completely out of my hands. "You damn
idiot,” he exclaimed, "There was a scorpion in that shoe. Couldn't you hear it
rattling around?" My lesson for that day was to check out the shoes first thing in
the morning and watch 'em "dance" as they fell out. I think they liked the warm,
smelly environment of G.I. boots for their overnight lodging.
Was not intending to submit this story but Betty surmised there would be
many among us who have never even heard of a scorpion--much less of their being
adept at dancing!

Aloha! Ron

Sorry about that! Is this the way it was?

For those of us that haven’t seen a
scorpion, I asked Ron for this drawing.
“A face that only a mother could
love”
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Photo taken by Clarence of Sgt. Nathan Mendes, armorer!

M/Sgt Ron Miller seen here with “Tommy gun” slung over
his shoulder in this photo taken at Laguna Army Air Field.

Ron, That photo in the December issue of the P-39 Airacobra S-72 taking
off caused much discussion! I was even accused of having fabricated it for your
story! The truth of the matter is that we owe Clarence Shockley credit for having
sent it to me with several other pictures including the ones on page 12.
Our thanks to Clarence for these timely photos! Steve
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Captain Woodrow A. Lingle,
505th Executive Officer

Aloha Steve,
I always liked this caricature I had drawn of Capt. Lingle. Drawing is dated
6/26/44. I believe he was the Executive Officer in our 505th Squadron (not very
certain what were his duties).
He was not very well liked by the Enlisted Men I knew of.
He had a passion for pulling inspections and seemed to "tingle with joy" when
doing so. He was particularly obsessed with shiny shoes--even though they weren't
a necessity for duty on the flight line. Don't know who labeled him "Tingle" but I'm
certain most of us EM adopted that as his nickname because he did seem to be
somewhat "dainty."
I used it (obviously) on the cartoon title as a sort of sassy humor, which may
have been unfair on my part, as I didn't even know him on a personal basis.
To us he was an unwanted "joker" to be avoided in every way.
He most likely was a very fine person - - perhaps only nurturing an unhappy
ego. Aloha,

.

“Tingle Lingle” pulling an inspection - drawn by Ron Miller 6/26/44
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We all smile with you!
by Ronald Miller,
505th Armorer

Aloha Jeanne,
I am at an age now where I think I
have become a “Senior”. Time seems to pass
so quickly – I reach out to grasp a chunk of it
in order to accomplish some of what I would
like to do but it just rattles on past - “Hell
bent for election,” so to speak.
Well, - then I start reflecting on the
Always smiling, Jeanne Mulquin,
Assistant Red Cross Director seen
here in the spring of 1945 at
Cambridge.
(Steve)

past - and invariably wind up at Fowlmere.
For the pilots it was an exciting
adventure - but for the ground crew, it was
the drudgery of long hard hours just to keep

those planes ready for flight.
Many would become depressed!
A man would enter the “Aero Club” (The Red Cross Recreation Center) with a
frown that dragged clear to his ankles. The coffee wasn’t that good - but then he
would catch a glimpse of Jeanne Mulquin, - she would smile her warm friendly way
and his spirit would soar to the high heavens.
It got to where many of those GIs would place her on a pedestal. - Some
even revered her. She was a tremendous morale booster – a friend to everyone.
You know Jeanne, Today, I think if I were to see you tomorrow morning you
would still have that friendly smile for everyone. And everyone would love you just
for being yourself!
Aloha,
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339thCurtiss Helldiver SB2C, “Son of a Bitch Second Class” – landing at Drew Field!

From Marine Corps to Army Air Force Rear Gunner
Aloha Steve,
In the last Newsletter those pictures of the A-25 certainly brought to life
again that time we flew that rugged workhorse of a plane. - It was a good machine
but somewhat clumsy.
My main task was 505th Armament Chief, but was also duty directed as a
“Gunner” in the rear cockpit of that A-25. It was a rather cramped space and
instead of a gun turret our twin 50’s was mounted onto a ring. So, without an
interrupter system it became the “Gunner's” responsibility to avoid 'shooting off'
our own tail. As you will notice the stabilizer and rudder were of enormous size
and definitely in the way of gunnery firing.
Whenever possible I would stow the “50's” in the gun bay and face forward.
The rear cockpit was equipped with duplicate flying controls under the
theory that should any wrong befall the pilot the “Gunner” could fly the plane to a
landing. That theory was a real Ha-Ha because somehow they neglected to give the
“Gunner” any flight training whatsoever.
Continued next page
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In order even to see the terrain below (hidden from view by
the expansive wing area) the pilot would have to do a 45 - 90
degree roll. It was a sturdy plane but I think we were pleased to
retire it in favor (later) of the P-39.
This was at Drew Field before you joined the outfit and
even before Spencer Tracy made his movie right there on the
premises.
The movie was "A Guy Named Joe" and also starred Irene
Dunne. When Tracy came there, of course all of the guys wanted
to see him, but they only allowed officers to be around him. If I
Spencer Tracy
remember correctly he was there in the summer of 1943;
however, Betty researched and found that the movie was not released until March
1944.
I remember how ridiculous it seemed that they imported 'scads' of fake
palm trees for the film when we already had many, many natural palms already on
hand. (They must have had a comfortable
budget!!)
- - - When I wrote you about my
relationship to the A-25, I neglected to mention
the Vultee Vengeance, which replaced the A-25.
It was a more efficient plane and I personally
liked it better. However, it too, was a divebomber and, if I remember correctly, was
somewhat of a 'gas hog'.
When our outfit was re-designated to a
fighter mission rather than bomber we were
issued the P-39 Airacobra which we kept until
arriving in England where, at Fowlmere, we
trained and fought in the P-51D.
Aloha,
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Sign in front of
THE CHEQUERS.

The “Chequers”

Byrd

Aloha, Steve
In the last issue Dr. Wes Stricker (son of our Group Flight Surgeon) asked
us a question – “I have a friend over here from England (and a fellow Mustang and

Spitfire pilot), and he tells me the pub in Fowlmere was called "Checkers". Dad
only mentioned it once in his book, but he called it the "Spitfire" pub. Which is
correct?? Wes”

Well Doc, - as I recall, the road from Fowlmere to Shepreth has a “T”
intersection with the road from Cambridge to Royston as it enters Shepreth.
Across the street (to the west) was a pub. In the main room was a long bar at the
end of which was a metal and cork typically British target for darts. The balance
of the room had tables and chairs for the men patrons. In an adjoining room the
women congregated to indulge in whatever chatter it is that women do.
The owner was a kindly gent who would take me into his private quarters (a
part of the total structure) and share with me his meager ration of single malt
scotch. This he did rather than set it out on the bar. We
Continued next page
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became good friends but I am troubled not clearly remembering his name nor the
name of the pub.
To respond to your inquiry, my intuitive feeling is "Yes, his pub was called
the Spitfire" but I am not positive enough to declare that memory as fact.
He, the owner, was a great guy who was a genuine friend and fan of we
Yanks. I felt very grateful of his friendship. More recently I was informed that
there were two pubs in Shepreth
but at that time I knew only of that
one. Aloha, Ron
P.S. Somewhere about a year
ago I received word from the South
Cambridgeshire Historical people
that since our time the Chequers
had been remodeled to include a
classy restaurant but in the process
they had preserved and retained
the ceiling upon which so many pilots
had written their autographs.
They may have changed the
Martin Sheldrick on the right with George Joe
name to Spitfire. However, I cannot (503rd) photographed at our reunion in Nashville,
(Joe)
find their letter so at this point I Oct 2004.
am unable to document my memory, which leans more toward the Shepreth pub.
Perhaps Martin Sheldrick would be a more reliable source of info than am I, so we
asked Martin. He writes “As far as I know there are no pubs around here named 'Spitfire' although
there is a pub in Trumpington called the 'Tally-Ho' whose sign depicts a Spitfire.
Trumpington is a village on the Fowlmere side of Cambridge, and anyone taking the
main road into the city from Fowlmere would have to pass (or enter, even) the 'TallyHo' with its Spitfire sign.
On the hunting field, a participant, on sighting the quarry (e.g. fox),
traditionally cries 'Tally-Ho!' but the expression was adopted by RAF fighter pilots which probably explains the pub sign.
The pub in the neighbouring
village of Shepreth, where Ron Miller
enjoyed the occasional Scotch, is
(judging from descriptions Ron gave
me) called 'The Green Man.' There is a second pub in Shepreth called 'The Plough.'
Because of the changed nature of the eating and drinking habits in this
country, many pubs have closed to become private houses (or have been demolished),
Continued next page
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so it's not impossible there was once a pub in this area called 'The Spitfire.' If I do
discover anything more positive I will certainly let you know.
Kind regards- Martin”
A note from your Editor - [By the way Ron, that was the “Eagle” in
Cambridge that had the ceiling autographed by air-crews. - The photo of the
Chequers on page 41 was taken by Cecil Byrd’s daughter in 2000. We used it to
illustrate your story of Pubs. We also showed the sign over the entrance (on the
right). If you look close, you will notice a black rectangle over a small portion of the
‘Red and White’ checker board (or should I say chequer board to be correct?)
Using the enhancing abilities of my new computer I was able to read the lettering
in the black rectangle. (Enlarged above) - It reads “The 339th Fighter Group 1944 –
MUSTANGS-“.
Aloha, Ron
Now how many Pubs in England do you think there are that honor an
American fighter Group in this manner?
Tally-Ho! Steve]
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About our first Sergeant
Joe Milla was our 505th First Sergeant - the most memorable aspect about
him was his large size, his loud voice and that he seemed always bent upon the
gesture to make his presence known to everyone.
Our living quarters were in the area designated as number “Five” with Quonset huts, showers, etc. surrounding a huge dugout of brick walls
and an earth mound piled to a height where occupants could remain
standing and safe from - whatever. Our “air raid shelter”!
One night the Air Raid Alarm was sounded and Joe Milla went from
hut to hut waking everyone, – shouting, "Everyone into the dug-out!"
I figured that if it were for real - he would worry more about his
own hide instead of "howling" into each and every hut.
So I just turned over - remained in my sack soon to be again sound
asleep. Come to think of it - never did hear the "All Clear."
Seems as though everyone has antiquity hurts and pains - Goes with
the territory I recon. Oddly enough, we didn’t worry much about it back there at
Fowlmere. Nowadays it is a significant situation.
Aloha, Ron

Sweating Out A Combat Mission – by Ronald Edker Miller 6/27/44
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Aloha, Steve
People instinctively like to gather or get together into group effort. They
do so especially if the purpose is to honor and support noble accomplishments of
historical significance.
The reunion of the 339th Fighter Group at San Diego was precisely one of
those occasions where the veterans (with their family and friends) did celebrate
our past and our present worthiness. It was a very friendly group with such good
cheer. Yet the seriousness of our military responsibility and its history was not
lost nor overlooked.
The aspect that most caught my attention was the feeling that everyone
belonged there. The sense of personal belonging permeated the total atmosphere
and encompassed each and all. It was "OUR REUNION”!
I remain amazed about the people who traveled down from LosAngeles with
their children, with the
hopes of having just
perhaps a few moments
by which they could visit
with you! - - - That was
great!
Another thing that
came to mind was a
woman, whose name I
don't know, but she knew
that my grandson is a
L-R George Joe, 503rd, James Delisio, 503rd, and Ron
Miller, 505th, talk of life at Fowlmere.
Marine on duty in Iraq.
She told me that she would pray real hard for his safe return. (She also said that
whenever she prays "real hard" she always gets what she prays for.) Her absolute
belief was very reassuring.
Contributing to everyone's delight were your posters and other display items
and I was nearly overwhelmed with envy and jealousy when I overheard you
agreeing to give them to a guy who asked for them. I felt very proud of what you
had accomplished for the hospitality room. Persons like Larry Powell and like
yourself contributed ever so much toward the success of the reunion - - but we all
were a part of it, even to the extent of forever having future good memories.
As for Betty and I we both enjoyed every moment of the reunion. Especially
Continued next page
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the people there - - every one of them were so friendly and considerate!
It was definitely "Our Reunion".
Were we together at this moment you would surely hear a great resounding voice in
unison as we expressed our "Thank You" - "Mahalo!"
Aloha, Ron
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The 505th Squadron CO
By Ron Miller, armorer 505th FS
Aloha Steve,
My personal experiences with Major Michael McPharlin follow:My duty assignment was NCO of the Armament Section (505th Squadron)
with the rank of Master Sergeant.
Our fighters were on a support mission for Army tank maneuvers at the time
and Maj. McPharlin’s guns did not fire!
Instead of taking his problem to our
Armament Officer (Lt. Sam Bennett –
the customary procedure), McPharlin put
me into a typical British "brace" while he
rendered me a seething "butt chewing"
for his guns not firing - - and this he did
in the presence of a group of
bystanders.
Subsequent
investigation
by
myself identified the problem as his
failure to flip the safety switch (Arming
the guns) as pilots must do when
preparing to use the weapons. (It was a
pilot error! - Not mine! - – Armament!)
I had just returned from a
hospital stay in Blyth due to C- rations
being incompatible with my stomach and
in the interim the Major had assigned
John F. Murray as Armament NCO. John
D. Murray subsequently replaced “John
F.”
McPharlin offered me the choice
of transferring to another outfit, in
rank, or remain with the 339th with a
McPharlin shortly before he was killed.
“down-grade” to the rank of Staff
Even his uniform looks more British than GI.
Sergeant. I elected to sacrifice the
rank and job assignment previously held in order to remain with the unit I had
trained with for so many months.
“Major and I” continued next page
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Fortunately my highest rank held valid for retirement pay purposes, but to
this day, I still feel uncomfortable with the crude manner by which McPharlin
handled the situation. But at the time I felt it would serve no good purpose to
make an issue of the matter.
I have already previously expanded to you some of my attitude toward
McPharlin. In some ways I look upon him as having been a very unfortunate
individual trying to prove to himself as being worthy.
Another incident with Major McPharlin.:Once each year the enlisted men were sent to the Rifle Range to qualify with
a Springfield or M-16. Officers went to the Pistol Range to fire the .45 pistol.
It was a very hot day when McPharlin did his bit with the .45. He had
stripped down to his bare chest. I was behind him and could see the horribly
scarred right side of his chest anterior.
According to the story, the right side of his canopy had been smashed by
flak and the shattered pieces had chewed apart his right lung.
Often times a military person feels a tremendous respect and admiration for
someone wounded in combat so at that moment I felt likewise for him. - I think
everyone else reacted empathetic also. One could not help admiring him, - he had
survived!
My prior remarks about him are true and I feel my opinion to be an honest
evaluation.
But it is fact also that few in the squadron seemed to have much of a liking
for him neither as a C.O. nor as a person.
Incidentally, he did quite well that day with the pistol.
Aloha, Ron
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By Ron Miller, Armorer 505

th

FS

Aloha Steve,
Swede Olsen was a strapping
handsome young rooster there at Fowlmere.
His duty assignment was as an orderly to
John Henry, who, in appreciation for his
services, the then Colonel at one time gave
Swede a hard to come by (for enlisted men)
fifth of good single malt Scotch whiskey.
Being my friend, Swede invited me to
the Colonel's quarters to share the good
fortune. One of the Group C.O. perks was an
anesthetically designed lounge chair that
had arms more like table tops. It was on one
This is “Swede” Olsen, seen
of those arms that the fifth rested on as here with his London Lady Friend in
front of her apartment. My memory
we anticipated its forthcoming flavor.
being ever so poor I’m not all that
Sitting in the chair I wheeled about certain he was in the 339th since his
to better hear a Swede comment and my name is not on our roster; may have
been with one of the base squadrons.
elbow knocked that fifth onto the grey
Just recently found this picture.
concrete floor. Of course it crash landed,
bringing Swede and myself into a panic rush to retrieve whatever we could.
Swede grabbed one of the Colonel's clean undershirts with which we
managed to soak up and gain back about half of the Scotch, leaving a noticeably
lighter area in the concrete flooring. It was quite murky--the whiskey--but we did
the best we could at enjoying the remnant.
Swede was obviously irritated with me, using language unknown even to
Marines, but as the afternoon progressed we did become friends again? And, I'm
certain that he replaced the Colonel's undershirt with a new one.
My best wishes go to the present day General John Henry."
Aloha, Ron
P.S. John Henry is listed in the 339th book but not Conrad Olsen. Does
John Henry know the outfit Conrad was assigned to?
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